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A. SM processes (Backgrounds) as accurate as possible

In many cases LO is not enough
NLO, NNLO computations of rates and distributions are needed but also not enough

One needs to have effective LO/NLO (in some cases NNLO) event generators
which include (depending on physics case) BSM parameters, 

spin correlations, finite particle masses, finite  resonance widths, interferences,   
and parton shower with proper matching, hadronization, underlying events,                
and a detector response 

B. Computation and simulation of large variety of BSM processes

Two main approaches
1. Programs with implemented list or library of processes

PYTHIA, HERWIG, ALPGEN, ARIADNE, WPHACT and PHASE, TAUOLA, TopREX, 
MC@NLO, MCFM, SANC, HDECAY, SDECAY …..

2. Automatic programs with implemented Lagrangians or Feynman rules
CompHEP, Calchep, GRACE, MadGRAPH/MadEvent, WHIZARD/O’MEGA,
ALPHA, SHERPA/AMEGIC, HELAC …..

Computations and simulations for LHC

More flexible to follow infinite numbers of theoretical requests and ideas
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On the eve of the LHC



CompHEP have been used for many BSM studies

Compositeness

SUSY

Extra dimensions 

Other exotics

Excited leptons and quarks; fermion contact interactions; leptoquarks; 
anomalous triple and quartic gauge couplings; anomalous gamma-gamma-H,
Z-gamma-H and self Higgs couplings; littlest  Higgs with T-parity;
anomalous Wtb and FCNC top quark couplings …..

MSSM in various SUSY breaking scenarious in unitary and Feynman gauges,
with and without R-parity, with and without CP ; sgoldstino; NMSSM;
2HD generic model…..

RS1 model and effective 4 particle Lagrangian for RS below KK threshold;
UED model …..

Muonic photon; E6 isosinglet quark; generic charged scalar; Z’, W’ bosons;
doubly charged Higgs; Dirac and Majorana heavy neutrinos;  lepton flavor
violated interactions; paraphoton…..

CompHEP models for new physics

MSSM, NMSSM, 2HD generic model and some other models have been implemented 
by means of  LanHEP
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BSM in CompHEP
Why useful?

Simple structure of Feynman rules,
easy to extend, LanHEP helps  a lot

Symbolic answers for ME squared
specially useful to get formulas for simple
2->2 and 1->2,1->3 processes including 
BSM contributions and parameters
(MATHEMATICA, REDUCE, FORM outputs) 

Symbolic and numerical computations
and event simulation including BSM
2->2,3,…6 (1->2,3,…7) and even more 

using batch modes, cascade option, 
FORM based version

Needed Interfaces, all LHA, LHEF, 
link to MCDB



Batch Modes in CompHEP 4.5

Both parts (symbolic & numerical) have batch regimes:
Perl scripts: symb_batch.pl and num_batch.pl

Why the scripts are useful?

Computations of many subprocesses – laborious task, 
can be significantly simplified 

Long/large-scale calculations:
GUI is not handy 

Support of parallel calculations: 
very helpful for N*CPU machines/computer clusters             
(pbs/lsf is available; grid in progress)

“Knowledge transfer”:  
theorists/phenomenoligists can prepare model/process.dat/batch.dat
for further simulations by experimentalists



Symbolic batch scriptSymbolic batch script
1st step!: ./symb_batch.pl –help

All steps in process description                                
(model, beams, final state, excluded/kept propagators) in the file process.dat
Tweaking of diagram choice  in GUI with -show diag

One shot (./symb_batch.pl) -> numerical generator is ready!

Parallel calculations: -mp N means N symbolic calculations in parallel             
(1/N of the whole set of diagram per process) 

Monitoring option: -show stat shows how many diagrams have been calculated 
by the moment

Very easy to use!



Numerical batch scriptNumerical batch script

Again, 1st step: ./num_batch.pl –help
(long and detailed description, 5 pages). The script has lots of options (~30)!

n_comphep.exe should be prepared!                                            
Main file is batch.dat in /results (based on session.dat).                                        
It can be editted by hand or via GUI and ./num_batch.pl –add (customized 
subprocess added to batch.dat)

Then ./num_batch.pl -run vegas (cross section calculation for ALL 
subrocesses) and ./num_batch.pl -run max,evnt (event generation) 

Parallel culculations available. Alone machine: -mp 3 (3 jobs are calculated 
simultaneously); computer clusters: -lsf and -pbs

Many ways to present/monitor results (see help)

Very easy to use!                                               



Symbolical batch: ppSymbolical batch: pp-->>m,Nm,b,B,Hm,Nm,b,B,H+ with t+ with t-->b,H+ and T>b,H+ and T-->>m,Nm,Bm,Nm,B
MSSM, MSSM, tbtb=0.5, MH+=150GeV (H+=0.5, MH+=150GeV (H+-->t*b>t*b-->2f+bB dominates)>2f+bB dominates)

Prepare process.dat following  toy example: all points well documented

./symb_batch.pl -show diag ( to exclude several sub-leading diagrams)                 
27 diagrams in 9 subprocesses (54 sqr. diag.)  (15 G,G->m,Nm,b,B,H+ diagrams) 

./symb_batch.pl -mp 2 will calculate faster (2 times if you have 2*CPU machine) 



Numerical batch: ppNumerical batch: pp-->>m,Nm,b,B,Hm,Nm,b,B,H+ in MSSM+ in MSSM

Prepare batch.dat: customize first process via GUI and execute ./num_batch.pl

Customize differences in other subprocesses (if needed) via GUI and execute 
./num_batch.pl –add  -proc ...    for the necessary subprocesses

Start numerical calculations with ./num_batch.pl -run ...



LHEF, LHAPDF, SUSY LHA
LHEF - the format adopted by almost all developer groups

hep-ph/060917

Now CompHEP supports 3 formats:
cpyth-1, cpyth-2 (for experiments, where the formats are used),                
LHEF with  HepML header .                                                               
There is a special option -- Generator (LHEF format) -- in the event menu in n_comphep.   

All modern PDFs are available via LHAPDF: CTEQ, MRST, Alekhin PDF, etc.
Both options, LHAPDF and internal PDF, are available in CompHEP 4.5 
with the same functionality in both regimes

SUSY LHA
The SLHA interface is implemented in SUGRA and GMSB models of CompHEP
(instead of ISASUSY  in the previous versions)                  
By default the slhaScript file invokes suSpect



CompHEP-Interfaces

- Main goal: provide ISR/FSR, hadronization effects, and decays  
as in PYTHIA or HERWIG.

Interface libraries to PYTHIA6 and HERWIG6              
Simple examples of main.f for both PYTHIA6 and HERWIG6 ;                                 
FORTRAN code  based on LHA1

Interface to TAUOLA – not publicly available yet

``CompHEP-interfaces'' package for both PYTHIA and HERWIG
for CPYTH1 (CMS) and CPYTH2 (ATLAS) formats

Example: polarized         production in CompHEP, decay of polarized        in TAUOLA  

E.B., V.Bunichev, M.Carena, C.Wagner

From signal+background fit:



MCDB — Knowledge Base
http://mcdb.cern.ch

Database of sophisticate MC simulated 
events and their description. It is 
Integrated with CMS software already

CompHEP group uses this project to 
distribute and document CompHEP 
events for LHC community

S.Belov, L.Dudko, A.Sherstnev et. al CPC178,222(2008)



Plot distributions in the different rest framesPlot distributions in the different rest frames

Plot ROOTPlot ROOT--histogramshistograms

Distributions in user defined rest frame

Distributions in tables, built-in or ROOT 
histograms

New option in the numerical menue -
“write root histogram”

CompHEP generates ROOT-script histogram 

After running in ROOT -> histogram in 
postscript, jpeg and gif graphics formats

s-channel single top as an example



Superimpousing of histogramsSuperimpousing of histograms

In  “vegas” integration menu  new submenu “combine 
histograms” for superimposing ROOT-histograms

Pt distributions for all final particles



Two symbolic passes in CompHEP: standard and FORM based

Not publicly available yet

s

sExtra dimensions



First application

Spin 2 graviton
all vertexes Gr-f-f, Gr-g-g, Gr-γ-γ, Gr-W+-W-, Gr-Z-Z

Symbolic and numerical checks

all Gr decay modes 1 2

all processes 2 Gr 2

few processes 2  Gr 4

Good agreement with WHIZARD/O’MEGA



The effective ”low-energy” Lagrangian below KK threshold

Models with gravity in the bulk

Dilepton invariant mass at LHC for RS1 model
Mres = 10 TeV, Γres = 0.5TeV

E.B, V.Bunichev, I.Volobuev, M.Smolaykov

Example with FORM based CompHEP

New contact 4 SM particle interactions,
4 fermions, 4 bosons, 2 fermions 2 bosons 



Concluding remarks on CompHEP for BSM

Symbolic answers
useful for simple 2->2, 1->2, 1->3 new physics processes

Large scale (parallel) computations for new physics using 
symbolic and numerical batch modes (2->2…6..(1->..7), many subprocesses)

All the Les Houches agreements (LHA, LHEF, SLHA, LHAPDF)
are implemented 

Interfaces to PYHTIA, HERWIG, (TAUOLA not yet public). Link to MCDB

Simple service for ROOT with useful options for quick analysis

Automatic FORM based version is in progress

Spin correlations by gluing a production and decay for an intermediate 
resonance (scalar at first stage, to be completed)


